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Abstract. This paper presents the design of a puzzle game for the Android platform also shows
a study on puzzle solving strategies across different interaction modalities and showcases a
player performance analysis in each identified strategy. Solving puzzles is among the oldest
challenges and entertainment activities available to us. However, despite major technological
advances, the design of such games has never provided individuals with challenges beyond
visual puzzles. We capitalized on this opportunity to tackle the design of puzzles which go
beyond visual cues, utilizing sound and vibration feedback as well to offer a fresh challenge to
players. Along with the design of this game, our research focused on analyzing puzzle solving
strategies applied by users. In particular, this paper details a study in which we analyzed if
players apply the same strategy to solve a visual and a audio puzzle. Complementing the
strategies analysis on the audio mode, we also present a comparative analysis regarding
performance metrics such as completion time, number of moves for completion and the attained
score. Results point that players often opt to solve prominent areas first, leaving more abstract
zones to the end, independently from the interaction modality involved. Performance analysis
tells us that there are suitable strategies to maximize different performance metrics.
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Motivation

Videogames can be used for various ends, ranging from personal entertainment
[2][17], as a catalyst for social interaction [12], as a support tool for teaching and
learning process [18] or as an experimental platform for new technologies or design
concepts [11]. In the education domain, games are of particular importance for students to develop learning skills which allow them to easily create abstractions of concepts or algorithms [10]. In particular, puzzle games have yielded positive results in
such learning process. There are various examples of the usage of puzzle games in
distinct areas. Hill [5], Levitin [9][10] and Ross [15] have defended utilizing puzzles

and games in general as a motivating factor for a diversity of courses. Ginat [4] has
also explored the usage of puzzle games as a catalyst for students in learning environments. Outside the education domain, there has been a deployment of a puzzle
game to foster communication and collaboration between children with autism spectrum disorder [1]. All these examples are elucidative of the importance of games in
general, and in particular puzzle games, for a diversity of domains, improving aspects
of people’s lives.
In the entertainment domain, and with the proliferation of various types of mobile
devices [3], videogames are currently widespread across different platforms
[11][12][16]. Furthermore, given the increased computational power [7] and number
of features present in modern mobile devices, developers are recurring to different
modalities [14] to provide players with alternative challenges which would not have
been possible before [6]. Yet, one game type which still lacks proper support is puzzle
games. There are a few examples of puzzle games which go beyond the visual version
[2], but they are either too simplistic, or are yet to explore the full potential of modern
smartphones to provide players with adequate challenges, specifically with puzzle
representations which go beyond the traditional figure jigsaw puzzle.
Given the lack of multimodal versions of puzzle games for mobile devices, we envisioned and developed a Multimodal Puzzle Game which allows players to tackle
visual or audio puzzles. The game was developed for Android platforms and allows
for the full customization of the puzzle challenge, ranging from number of pieces, to
help types as well as allowing the selection of any picture or song present in the user’s
personal library to be a puzzle. Taking inspiration from different puzzle learning
strategies and learning environments, we designed a study which aimed at assessing if
players use similar strategies for solving multimodal puzzles. In particular we wanted
to determine if users tend to prioritize particular puzzle pieces or if they solved the
puzzle in the order the pieces are presented to them. Upon identifying a set of solving
strategies, we proceeded to a comparative analysis attempting to determine the best
approach according to three different metrics: completion time, number of moves for
completion and player score. Results provide a clear conclusion as to which strategies
yield the best results. The paper is organized as follows: we start by presenting the
multimodal puzzle game and all of its features; then we detail our study, present the
results o both the identified strategies and on player performance; after, we discuss
our findings, draw final conclusions and unveil some of our future research directions.
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Multimodal Puzzle Game

The Multimodal Puzzle Game as its name implies is an application developed for
Android platforms which allows users to solve puzzles across different modalities.
While puzzle solving games are moderately popular, the available solutions are still
rooted to solving visual jigsaw puzzles, the original concept of the physical counterpart of this game. As such, we envisioned a multimodal puzzle game which allows
players to not only tackle on picture puzzles, but also on musical ones, in which the
main goal is to place segments of a musical piece in the correct order.
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The multimodal puzzle game possesses a small selection of features which need to
be addressed in detail to fully comprehend the contents of the game, namely the available game modes, configurable options and the game’s interface.
2.1

Game Modes

The Multimodal Puzzle Game comprises two game modes: a visual one and an audio
mode. The visual mode takes inspiration from traditional physical puzzles in which
individuals are required to reconstruct a picture by putting pieces in the appropriate
positions. The audio mode has not been so thoroughly explored in both research and
videogame industry. In this case it provides a challenge to reconstruct a fragmented
song by putting each individual segment in the correct order.
Visual Mode. In visual mode, all image puzzles are square shaped (a limitation to
accommodate playing in smartphones). This means puzzles will have n2 number of
pieces, where ‘n’ is a value configured by the player corresponding to the number of
pieces per line. The game provides two approaches towards the visual mode:
 Players can take the challenge of one of three pre-loaded images which come with
the game (Fig. 1). These images were created specifically for the Multimodal Puzzle, serving as a default challenge for players.

Fig. 1. – Default images used for the visual mode puzzle.

 The second approach stems from a feature included in the game which allows users
to browse images stored in the device. The implication is that players can select
any image they desire to solve as a puzzle, effectively broadening the horizon of
possible new challenges for the players. If the player picks a non-square shape image, the game stretches the image accordingly to fit the playing area.
Audio Mode. The goal of this game mode is for players to correctly order a musical
piece which was divided in a configurable number of segments (n2, similarly to the
visual puzzle). Each segment is approximately one second long. Similarly to the visual mode, players have two different approaches to play the music puzzle:
 Players can tackle one of three default songs, specifically created for the game. The
song contains a repeating calm beat (Fig. 2) which is interrupted by the initial ex-

cerpt (first 6 seconds) of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony (Fig. 3). The three songs are
variations of each other, differing between them in the instant in which the 5th’s
excerpt is introduced (in the first variation it is introduced at the 2nd second, in the
second variation at the 6th second and in the third variation at the 9th second).

Fig. 2. – Beat excerpt created for the default audio puzzle.
 Alternatively, players can select any song they have stored in their smartphone and
load it to the game in order to complete it as a puzzle. The game automatically
segments the song in n2 pieces and then shuffles them. If the player picks a song
which is not long enough for the number of pieces established for the puzzle, the
game prompts the player if he / she desires to change the puzzle length to a more
appropriate one, or if he / she desires to pick a new song. If the song is longer than
the available puzzle length (the typical scenario) the initial part of the song is selected to feature in the puzzle.

Fig. 3. – Beethoven’s 5th Symphony initial segment.

2.2

Help Type

During the course of the game, players have two help types at their disposal: individual and global. In individual mode, players are able to tap one particular square in the
unsolved puzzle area to reveal the piece that fits in that place. In the case of the visual
puzzle, the individual help displays the image piece belonging to the tapped location;
in the case of the music puzzle, the individual help plays the musical segment corresponding to that piece in the puzzle. In global mode, upon tapping the unsolved puzzle area, the whole solution is revealed. This means that in the visual mode, the puzzle
figure is shown to the player. When playing the music puzzle, the whole music is
reproduced for the player. The help type can be adjusted in the options menu prior to
beginning a new puzzle.
2.3

Rules

A score based system is used to rank each puzzle solving attempt. Players are awarded 3 points when they place a puzzle piece in the correct position (for the first time
per piece only). Positioning a puzzle piece incorrectly deducts one point from the
current score. The intent of this system is to force players to think about their actions
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prior to executing them, avoiding unnecessary penalties for using, for instance, trial &
error strategies.
Ranks are kept separately for each puzzle type and puzzle size. Games with the
same score in the same category (puzzle size and type) are ranked according to the
time spent completing the puzzle (with a lower time being better).
2.4

Interface

The game’s interface can be observed in Fig. 4 (visual mode and audio mode). The
main region in the center is the unsolved puzzle area. Here we can see the segmented
puzzle and all pieces which still remain to be discovered and the ones which are already placed. Correctly placed pieces keep their original colors, while incorrectly
placed ones receive a subtle red transparent layer on top to reveal their current status.
A correctly placed piece displays a green transparent layer on top of them for 2 seconds and then assumes its original image fragment (in the case of the visual mode).

Fig. 4. – Multimodal Puzzle Game: Visual Mode and Audio Mode.

The lower section of the interface comprises a strip which contains the puzzle pieces.
The order of the pieces in this strip is randomly generated prior to each game. In the
case of the visual mode, the pieces showcase the image fragment they represent. In
the audio mode, each piece has the same visual representation. To access its content,
players need to tap once to play the audio segment. To place a puzzle piece in the
unsolved area, players tap and drag the piece to the desired position and then let it go
to execute the positioning action. During a game, and particularly in large puzzles,
players may move a significant number of pieces from the strip to the unsolved puzzle
area, causing it to be overcrowded and hindering the comprehension of which pieces
are in place and which are not. We implemented a shortcut to make all incorrect pieces return to their original positions in the strip. By double tapping the strip area, the
players are able to force all incorrectly played pieces to return to the strip in their
original order.
The Multimodal Puzzle Game also comprises a Configuration menu which allows
users to set their preferences, such as help type, puzzle size or default image and music library paths. The smartphone’s home button opens a quick menu with several
shortcuts, namely ‘New Game’, ‘Configuration’, quick access to ‘Help Type’ and

‘Exit Application’. Scores and player preferences are stored in both the Android app
and on a XML file for backup.
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Experiment

We conducted an experiment whose goal encompassed identifying which puzzle solving strategies yielded the best performance according to a set of metrics. This experimental period lasted for two weeks, involving three researchers supervising the tests
and providing support to subjects as requested.
3.1

Goals

The main goal pertained to the identification of which of the assessed strategies yielded the best results according to 3 different parameters: completion time, number of
moves for completion and player score. This second overall research goal aims at
reinforcing our previous results by providing empirical evidence on the advantages
and disadvantages of specific puzzle solving approaches.
3.2

Research Goals

In this paper we will focus on performance while solving visual and audio puzzles:
 RG1 – find the most appropriate strategy to solve the audio puzzle based on puzzle
completion time.
 RG2 – find the most appropriate strategy to solve the audio puzzle based on total
number of movements for puzzle completion.
 RG3 – find the most appropriate strategy to solve the audio puzzle based on the
attained score.
3.3

Variables

In this study we controlled 4 different variables: the picture puzzle the players had to
solve, the audio puzzle needed to be completed, the order in which puzzle pieces were
displayed in the strip area of the game, and a fixed puzzle size for each mode. As for
the dependent variables, we kept track the order in which pieces were placed in the
unsolved area and the order in which each piece category was placed.
Independent Variables.
 Puzzle image – To analyze whether players used the same solving strategy across
different images we provided three different images for the players (the Multimodal Puzzle Game default ones: Fig. 1). Albeit three distinct images, their core components are similar in a sense that all include a prominent image of an android
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character, a small text area and then a simple background. We controlled the usage
of the image in the experiment, alternating it between tasks.
 Puzzle song – Similarly to the previous variable, we provided three different songs
for players (the Multimodal Puzzle Game default ones). Again, an excerpt of the
background beat is represented in Fig. 2 and is present throughout the whole song.
At key instants (at second 2, 6 and 9), the initial segment of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony is played. This segment acts as a Type-1 set piece, the transition between the
two beats is considered a Type-2 set piece and the background beat is considered to
belong to Type-3.
 Puzzle strip order – The third independent variable is the order in which puzzle
pieces are presented in the strip area. We believe this order might influence the
solving order of a puzzle. As such we controlled the way in which pieces are ordered in the strip. 3 variations were implemented: the first scatters the pieces randomly throughout the strip; the second places mostly all Type-1 and Type-2 pieces
at the end of the strip; the last places mostly all Type-1 and Type-2 pieces at the
beginning of the strip.
 Puzzle Size – Considering a trade-off between challenge and average time to complete each puzzle (in order to not alienate players) the puzzle size was fixed in 25
pieces for the visual mode and 16 pieces for the audio mode. The discrepancy in
puzzle size is due to the amount of time spent in solving the audio mode puzzle
which is significantly higher than in the visual mode.
Dependent Variables.
 Game time – This metric will help us understand which strategy yields a faster
completion time.
 Total number of moves – Total number of moves is also another way to discern
one game from another. By analyzing the number of moves that was taken to complete the puzzle we can reveal the strategy that uses less movement to place pieces
into proper place.
 Player score – Once more the rules for score are: +3 points for each piece in the
right place, only for the first time, and -1 point for each one on the incorrect place;
the score purpose is forcing players to think before acting.
3.4

Participants

19 subjects (aged 21 to 27; 18 male, 1 female) participated in this experiment. Individuals were students from different departments in our university. All of them had
solved physical puzzles in the past (30% regularly still solve puzzles) and were proficient with modern smartphones, although the large majority had never played a puzzle
game in a smartphone, let alone an audio version.
It is important to say that 40% of users had musical formation beyond the mandatory given at the high school level (either from specialized courses or through selflearning approaches).

3.5

Tools & Equipment

Participants were handed Android smartphones (Samsung Galaxy Mini) to play the
game. All devices were previously loaded with the Multimodal Puzzle Game.
3.6

Procedure

The experimental period started with a pre-experiment interview to characterize the
subjects (e.g. age, gender, experience with modern smartphones, music theory
knowledge, etc.).
The main experiment’s procedure was as follows: players were randomly assigned
to play either 9 visual mode games or 9 audio mode games. The assignment resulted
in 7 subjects playing the visual mode and 12 users playing the audio mode, leading to
63 and 108 play samples respectively, for a total of 171 games.
The 9 mandatory games subjects had to play had the following characteristics:
 Players played 3 games with each one of the 3 default images or songs, depending
if they were assigned to the visual or audio mode. The differences between each
image and song were disseminated previously in this paper.
 For each image / song players were confronted with a different piece order in the
strip area:
─ In one of the games Type-1 and Type-2 pieces were randomly scattered
throughout the strip.
─ In other setting, Type-1 and Type-2 pieces were forcefully put at the end of the
strip.
─ In the last configuration, Type-1 and Type-2 pieces were forcefully put at the
beginning of the strip.
The order of these 9 games was randomly assigned per participant. As an incentive
for participation, users were given a download code for the version of the Multimodal
Puzzle Game for their Android devices.
3.7

Results

Results related with the identification of the most popular strategies applied to solve
both the visual and the audio puzzles were published in [19]. In sum, despite more
puzzle solving strategies being found in the case of the audio mode, we can state that
players primarily recur to 2 strategies when solving puzzles in a mobile device: they
attempt to identify the most salient areas of the puzzle (e.g. particular images or segments of a song) and solve those first by prominence order. Secondly they solve the
puzzle based on the order pieces are delivered to them even if they can navigate
through all pieces. Both these conclusions hold true to the visual and audio modes of
the Multimodal Puzzle Game. Nevertheless, we must emphasize that in visual mode
only one strategy was clearly prominent and that was solving the puzzle based on the
piece prominence in the puzzle. In audio mode, a third approach was found in which
players solved the puzzle according to its natural presentation order.
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Visual Mode. Given the existence of a single solving strategy (by piece prominence),
in Fig. 5 we can see the average time it took to complete each game in visual mode,
also as the number of movements and the score achieved. In a way to recall, the game
has a total of 25 possible correct moves. For each completion the average amount of
time spent rounds 154 seconds, about 2 and a half minutes, and takes 47 moves. The
average score obtained is approximately 54 points.

Fig. 5. – Visual mode average metrics for time, moves and score.

Audio Mode. Results for the audio mode can be observed in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.
Fig. 6 contains a graph depicting the percentage of games solved according to three
identified strategies: by piece category, by the piece strip order and by the puzzle’s
presentation order (e.g. first row, then second row, etc.). For 9% of the games we
were unable to identify a noticeable strategy.

Fig. 6. – Audio mode solving strategies distribution.

In Fig. 7 we have a simple comparative analysis for all musical puzzle solving strategies in regards to time, movements and score. The first graph shows the average time
it took to solve the audio puzzle for each of the strategies; in the center we can see the
average number of movements needed to solve the audio puzzle; the last graph holds
the average scores reached with each strategy. We also point in each graph the respective averages for the games considered as “unknown”, as a way of comparison and as

a form of understanding the reasons for their exclusion from the data shown in the
graphs above.

Fig. 7. – Audio mode comparative analysis of the audio mode strategies for time, moves and
score.

We also assessed if players switched strategies over the course of the 9 mandatory
games of the experiment: the intent was to check if players adapted over time to the
strategies which resulted in higher performance values. The variations of those strategies over time are shown in Fig. 8. In early games (1 and 2) there is an accentuation
of the piece category strategy. From game number 3 to game number 7, we can observe a high variation in the adopted strategies, possibly due to player experimentation with different approaches. However, in the last couple of games we can visualize
a confluence towards the strategies which yield the best performance according to the
assessed metrics.

Fig. 8. – Audio mode variation strategies over time.
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4

Discussion

We will now discuss these results, taking into consideration the data gathered from
visual and audio mode separately.
4.1

Visual Mode

Here, players prioritized solving recognizable pieces immediately, forfeiting background sections of the puzzle to last. These results suggest visual cues are extremely
important to solve a puzzle game as individuals will identify them first and attempt to
put them together. Given that we attempted to fulfill these research goals with 3 different pictures (albeit and forcefully similar to each other) the gathered empirical data
further emphasizes the usage of this strategy.
4.2

Audio Mode

Results for the audio mode were not as homogeneous as the ones stemming from the
visual mode. By analyzing each game individually we ended up identifying 3 main
strategies: piece category prioritization, solving by strip order and solving by puzzle
order. Piece category prioritization was the most popular strategy with 43% of the
games following this strategy. Even though a majority of at least 50% of samples was
not reached for this strategy, it is plausible to state RG2 was met for the audio mode.
This result emphasizes the importance that players give to prominent regions / segments of a puzzle, which ultimately leads to sharing puzzle solving strategies even
across different interaction modalities.

Fig. 9. – Comparison between the visual and audio modes for team, moves and score.

In order to answer to RG1, RG2 and RG3 we need to analyze Fig. 7. In terms of average time to solve the audio mode it is clear that puzzle piece order is the slowest one
with almost 338 seconds (more than five minutes); the fastest is the strip piece order
strategy with 234 seconds (nearly four minutes); the piece category strategy stood in
the middle with an average of 264 seconds (a little more than four minutes). That
being said, the RG4 answer is the strip piece order strategy. The middle graph in Fig.
7 helps us figure out which strategy requires less moves to solve a puzzle in audio
mode. On average, piece category and strip order strategies are virtually identical with
24 and 25 movements respectively, while puzzle piece order only requires 18 moves,
thereby earning the right to RG5. The last metric we considered was the player’s
score. Here we can verify that on average, once again, piece category and strip order
strategies display identical results, with 40 and 39 points respectively. Nevertheless,
the answer for our RG6 research goal appears to be the puzzle piece order, providing
players with the highest average score at 46 points.
By carefully analyzing the chart in Fig. 8, we can claim that there is no significant
convergence towards a single strategy – the distribution for both piece categorization
and strip order strategies constantly fluctuates over time; on the other hand the puzzle
order strategy obtained a relatively stable number of followers. It is also important to
state that four players did not alter their strategy across all 9 games, and the game in
which most users altered their strategy was game number 6. This may have occurred
for two reasons: a) due to player fatigue – since the audio version of the experiment
lasted for a significant period (averaging more than 40 minutes per subject) we believe a few players were looking for a fast way to end the experiment, and thus
changed strategies halfway through it (at around the 22 minute mark of the experiment); b) due to the questionnaire break introduced in game 5 - we asked users to
respond to a short survey after game 5, leading us to assume this pause prompted
players to explore alternative strategies when they resumed the experiment. In Fig. 9
we present a comparison between visual and audio modes. These charts show that
even though the audio puzzle was smaller in size compared to the visual (16 against
25, respectively), it took much longer to complete. However, the average number of
moves performed to complete the audio dropped abruptly when compared to the visual mode. This led us to believe that players in the visual mode recur to “trial and error” approaches more often than in the audio mode.
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Conclusions & Future Work

This paper presented the Multimodal Puzzle Game for Android devices. For the design of this application, we capitalized on the lackluster offer of puzzle games involving challenges beyond visual images. As such we created a game for Android devices
which allows players to solve not only image puzzles, but also audio puzzles. The
application allows users to tackle on a set of puzzles (both image and audio) created
specifically for this game or pick images and songs from the device’s own library.
Through this study we can state that there are different strategies for different results, some being more suitable to finish quickly and others to achieve higher scores.
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The main contribution of this study is the insight on player strategies which can
prompt developers and designers alike to build puzzle game UIs to accommodate the
users’ preferred strategies or those which can maximize player performance.
A cooperative and competitive version of the multimodal puzzle game has already
been developed and is currently under usability evaluation. Our intent is to deploy this
new version and to assess collaborative and competitive puzzle solving strategies,
using an experimental approach similar to the one presented in this contribution. Additionally a new modality is also being explored and currently under evaluation:
haptics. The intent is to assess the viability of haptic puzzles recurring to vibratory
patterns to provide new and innovative challenges to players.
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